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MEMORIAL FOR VAN METER AMES

Van Meter Ames was born in Iowa on July 9, 1898, and
died in Cincinnati on November 5, 1985. He was named after his
mother, who was Mabel Van Meter be fore she married . His father
was Edward Scribner Ames, who beca me chairm an of the Philosophy
Department at the University of Chicago, as we ll as Minister of the
University Church of the Disciples of Chris t and Dean of the
Disciples Divinity House. Van was dee ply influenced by his father' s
belie f. In a Literary Club paper of 197 1, entitle d "Natural Religion,"
Van summarized those beliefs, ascribl ng them to his father, but, in
effect, declaring them for himself. Re ligion, Van read, is a natural,
socio-cultural phenomenon. Its doctrines do and should change as
science progresses. God is nothing but the good and promising in
human experience; and the meaning of the injunction that man should
seek God is that human beings should seek to use what is promising to
make the world a better place to live in. Re ligious ceremonies are a
means of bringing people together for tha t purpose and for
celebrating the unquestioned assumption t hat hum an life can be made
better through action based upon experience .
The beliefs just summari zed define the quasi-re ligious
movement called humanism. Van desc ri bed himself throughout his
life as a humanist.
His interest in religion led him to comparative studies in
the field. The variety of Buddhism called Zen particularly fascinated
him. In 1958 to 1959, he went to Tokyo for a book entitled Zen and
American Thought. Another consequence was a Club paper on the
subject in 1961. In it Van wrote:
Nirvana has been mistakenly regarded in the
West as extinction, whereas it is more
accura tely the extinguishing of pain and
suffering. Nirvana is nothing but this life
when it is lived, freely, joyfully and with no
worry or fear. Nirvana is nothing in the sense
of being nothing else, but it is not nothing at
a U. It is everything there is, and that is all
there is to it for the enlightened mind of Zen.
So described, Nirvana comes out to be at lea st very much like the
ultimate end toward which the humanist works.
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Van got his bachelor's degree from the University of
Chicago, where he majored in philosophy and ran the hurdles on the
track team. His Ph.D. came f ro m the same sc hool in 1924. His
disserta tion was on "The Aesthetics of the Novel." Aesthetics was
the major subject with which he concerned himself throughout his
academic career. Most of his two hundred or so articles and reviews,
and six of his eight books, are in that area. The interest came at
least in part from the fact that Van was innately a poet. He saw and
crea ted beauty in the combining of words. A passage in illustration
comes from a 1967 paper about Vachel Lindsay. Lindsay wrote many
letters to Edward Scribner Ames and was a guest in the Ames' home
when Van was young. In the Club paper, Van discussed Lindsay's ideas
on movies and religiun, and his attempted tu get his poetry accepted
by the American public and the English department at Chicago.
Playing in his own poetical way with words, Van said of Lindsay's
writings:
Always between the lines there is the line
between nostalgia and nightmare, between
glory lost and utopia unattainable, the old
south and the new north, the fading west and
the threatening east. His verses are split into
what they say and what they convey. What is
to the fore and what is in back fire each other.
His rhythms are not all rollicking. He relieves
whoops with whispers and takes to the wings
of the morning. He makes a railroad map a
soul map. He makes an American proud of
what America was, and want to make it what
it must be, in spite of all that has gone wrong.
Note the humanist fervor which creeps in at the end of
the passage.
A similar style of writing appeared in a nostalgic 1965
paper on the lost activity of writing letters.
When babies are in bed, time once spent in
letter writing goes into listening to the radio
and watching television, if not in reading Time
instead of having time ••. Perhaps letters from
other days are collected and published because
they are not being written now and reflect
another ambience. They reveal what we are
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losing: the time to be persons withou t paying
to have things "personalized," when there were
not too many people to be people .
Besides his poetic prose, Van published a book of poetry in
1979 and read five poems as a Club paper in 1971+. Two other poems
were contributed to a budget in 1962. One of those illustrates in a
humerous way a theme which often appears in Van's nonphilosophical
writing, namely the delight and comfort em anating from the
embraces of women.
I thought a man should have a pet
And wondered long what kind to get,
Whether a dog or cat,
But cats would never take a walk
With me, no dog would ever ta lk,
And I regretted that.
I'm sure the touble was the fur
Which let them selfishly prefer
A saucer or a bone
To anything I had to say.
Once fed, not going naked, they
Were glad to be alone.
A t last what I was looking for
I found, somewhat over size, nor
Could I once agree
With those who say they like them thin,
Although I count a fine head In
As well as pedigree . ..
A t the north pole each was is south
And downstream's toward the river's mouth.
So southward bound and down
Like stumbling sculpture into bed
She came, shaking like a well fed
Mountain range in nightgown
Reclining on a continent
Whlle I, who opened doors and went
As escort in the light
Was obliterated by her
She-ness, yet did not pine for fur
of dog or cat at night.
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Van came to the University of Cincinnati philosophy
department in 1925 and retired from there forty-one years later. He
was one of the last of the gentlemen scholars at the university. He
was the embodiment of a deeply respected teacher and writer,
immersed in intellectual pursuits and somewhat detached from and
naive about practical affairs, whose wry humor unexpectedly darted
out at learned pomposity. To his generation, a department headship
was not an administrative position, as it is now, but rather the final
aeadem ie rank above full professor. It was an honor to which a
person succeeded in due course when he became the senior member
of the department. Van was unlucky. When he entered into the
headship, the old era had just passed out of existence. Van found, to
his puzzlement that, instead of presiding quietly over a corner of the
intellectual world, he was supposed to solve political problems, avert
crises and frantically expand the department. He leaned heavily on
Campbell Crockett to guide him through.
Van was the speaker during the first meeting of the
American Congress of Aesthetics in 1939.
He was a founding
member of the American Society for Aesthetics, and president of
tha t society in 1961 to 1962. In 1959 to 1960, he was president of the
western division of the American Philosophical Association, one of
the then two highest offices of the association. He was accorded the
UC faculty's highest honor of election to the Graduate Fellows. He
had a hand in establishing the National Endowment for the
Humani ties. Atone point, he was instrumental in saving the LaSalle
Quartet for Cincinnati when the College Conservatory of Music
administration wanted to withdraw sponsorship on the ground that it
cost too much. Van wrote in French as well as in English.
In the book of poetry referred to earlier, the last poem is
entitled "Album." It reads in part as follows:
We live our life over
Before it is over,
Pasting snapshots in an album •..
Our children and grandchildren
Will look sometimes at these pages
And paste back in the prints coming loose
Until all is lost and forgotten.
Meanwhile we trim and paste and remember.

